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Information Deficit

Philadelphia, Mar. 12, 1791.

Sir,

 Congress having referred to me a petition from a person of the 
name of Isaacs, setting forth that he has discovered an easy 
method of rendering sea-water potable, I have had a cask of 
sea-water procured, & the petitioners have created a small 
apparatus in my office, in order to exhibit his process.  Monday 
morning 10 aclock is fixed on as the time for doing it.  it would 
give me great satisfaction to be assisted on the occasion by your 
chemical knowledge, & the object of the letter I have taken the 
liberty of writing is to ask whether it would be convenient for 
you to be present at the time & place before mentioned, 
which, besides contributing to a public good, will much oblige, 

Sir,

Your most obedt

& most humble servt



Agenda

• Information Deficit

• Experts not Professionals

• How Will it Work

• Metrics and Evaluation

• Connecting Legislative to Institutional Reform



Peer to Patent Open 
Review Pilot

USPTO Strategic Plan
UK Gowers Report



Connecting the Scientific Community to the Patent 
Examination Process

• Goal: improve the quality of issued patents by giving the patent examiner 
access to better information by means of an open network (not a wiki, not a 
blog) for community participation

• First social software to impact legal and political process

• Designed to channel the right information

• manageable for examiner

• relevant for community

• Final decision made by agency on the basis of statutory standards



Pilot: Data Driven Reform

• Summer 2007

• Technology Center 2100 - computer and software inventions

• 250 applications with participant consent

• CA, General Electric, HP, IBM, Intel, Intellectual Ventures, International Characters, Microsoft, 
Oracle, Out of the Box, Red Hat, Yahoo! - 6%+ of all patents

• Funded by MacArthur Foundation, Omidyar Network and consortium of technology leaders

• UK and European Patent Office pilots

• New York Law School’s “Do Tank” with USPTO



Project Development

• United States Patent and 
Trademark Office

• New York Law School Academic 
Advisors and Project Team

• Steering Committee

• Advisory Board

• Consultative Workshops

• Harvard

• Yale

• Michigan

• Stanford

• IPPR



Crisis of Patent Quality Must Have Better Information



Information Deficit Will Impede All Efforts at Reform

• Patent examiners

• labor under 1,000,000 application backlog; 400,000 new applications

• have fewer than 18-20 hours for application review

• lack time for training in new and advanced scientific subjects

• must contend with poorly drafted applications and often uncooperative applicants

• Culture of Secrecy

• Limited database of patent resources

• Person Having Ordinary Skill in the Art (“PHOSITA”)

• 90% grant rate

• Finding what’s not there



Congress may not “enlarge the patent monopoly 
without regard to the innovation, advancement or 
social benefit gained thereby.”

-- Supremes (Graham v. John Deere 1966)



Why Now?

• Citizen consultation practiced by all agencies; peer review in widespread 
use in government (e.g. NIH, EPA, NSF)

• Most US patents applications are published after 18 months

• Social reputation and collaborative filtering software make it manageable 
and scaleable

• Political and technological moment is ripe

• Patent quality/patent litigation crisis



Wisdom of the Crowd: Ordinary People are Experts

 



Experts not Professionals



Enabling Citizen Participation in the Digital Age

• Tap into collective 
intelligence

• Group not individual 
expertise

• Facilitate incremental 
contributions

• Rating, reputation, feedback 
encourages successful 
participation

• Emphasize participation in 
the community not only in 
outside institutions



How Will It Work Citizen Participation Process



Peer to Patent Home Page



Review the Application



moderation and community 
engagement

Building an Innovation 
Community



Discussing the Application’s Claims

Comments can be 
flagged, sorted and 

filtered for spam 
and abuse but also 

for importance



• The software is designed to 
focus community attention on 
the patent’s claims

• Design, directions and tutorials 
teach the goal

• Find prior art and assess 
relevance to the claims

• Work together to do the hard 
work of finding information

Concentrating on 
Claims



Researching Prior Art Collectively



Uploading Prior Art

•Title and Information
•Description
•Excerpt
•URL
•Document
•Explanation of Relevance to 
Claims

•All, Some or None of the 
Elements



• Community assesses whether 
the prior art is relevant enough 
to be forwarded to Examiner

• Community assesses whether 
prior art “teaches” all, some or 
none of the elements

• Community provides objective 
verification

• Community collaborates to 
create Top 10 list

Annotating and 
Evaluating



Metrics and Evaluation

• What is the level of expertise of public reviewers participating via an open 
network and how does this online participation process shape that expertise?

• What is the impact of public participation on examiner decision-making?

• What is the impact on the resulting quality of the issued patent?

• Data gathering, random selection, examiner control group



Patent 
Reform

Legislative
Judicial

Institutional



Legislative Reform Can Strengthen Public 
Participation and Improve Patent Quality

• Measures to introduce better information and to “promote the progress of science and 
useful arts”

• Proposed Measures

• Universal publication

• Enabling third-party commentary

• Reducing willful infringement

• Needed Reform

• Tie public grant funding to patent reforms

• Enable examiner/public communication



Expertise and Democracy: Closing the Gap

• Does not shift burden to agency or inventor exclusively

• Opens up the flow of information to improve decisions, winnow bad claims, improve quality

• Makes patents more accountable to science

• Creates educational and job opportunities

• Reduces the risk of challenge during litigation

• Is potentially more expert and more participatory

• Create collaborative, open practices enabled by technology that facilitate citizen and expert participation that is useful

• Tests legal and software framework to enable more open and informed decision-makingTests legal and software framework to enable more open and informed decision-making


